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Mapping South America
Franklin Watts This unique series gets close up to some amazing areas of our world, and allows readers the opportunity to explore key countries, topographical features and cities in a
way that is both engaging and entertaining. In addition, each book highlights signiﬁcant human, geographical, sporting and economic information.

Mapping South America
Detailed photos and full-color maps help take readers on a fascinating visual journey through South America! This book's appealing format highlights the facts about the human and
physical geography of the continent. Readers will put their analytical skills to use to interpret diﬀerent types of maps as sources of information, from physical maps that show the
region's landmarks to political maps that teach about the region's countries to interesting cultural and thematic maps.

Mapping North America
Crabtree Publishing Company Detailed photos and full-color maps help take readers on a fascinating visual journey through North America! This book's appealing format highlights the
facts about the human and physical geography of the continent. Readers will put their analytical skills to use to interpret diﬀerent types of maps as sources of information, from
physical maps that show the region's landmarks to political maps that teach about the region's countries to interesting cultural and thematic maps.

Exploring South America, Grades 5 - 8
Mark Twain Media Take students in grades 5–8 on a ﬁeld trip without leaving the classroom using Exploring South America! This 48-page book features reading selections and
assessments that utilize a variety of questioning strategies, such as matching, true or false, critical thinking, and constructed response. Map projects and hands-on activities engage
students in learning about the physical, political, and human geography of South America. For struggling readers, the book includes a downloadable version of the reading
selections at a fourth- to ﬁfth-grade reading level. This book aligns with state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.

Close-Up Continents: Mapping Asia
Franklin Watts "Get a close-up look at the people and places of Asia. Detailed photos and full-color maps feature the climate, population, natural resources, political boundaries, land
formations, and culture of various regions."--Back cover.

South America
Children's Press An incredible variety of climates and biomes span the territory of South America. As a result, the continent contains some of the greatest biodiversity on Earth.
Readers will explore all that South America has to oﬀer as they journey across its incredible landscapes, stopping along the way to discover more about its history and visit with its
many diverse peoples. Features include engaging sidebars that highlight unique animals, landmarks and more; maps to show size, location and topography; glossaries; eye-catching
images; charts, diagrams and more.

Learning about North America
Searchlight Books Do You Know Presents general information about the continent of North America, looking at its countries, cities, landforms, climate, natural resources, people,
cultures, and economics.

Exploring South America, Grades 5 - 8
Mark Twain Media Presents an introduction to the history, geography, and culture of South America, oﬀering a variety of reading selections and activities for students in grades ﬁve
through eight.

South America and Antarctica
Cherrytree Books ATLASES. "The Continents in Close-Up" series explores individual continents through a dynamic combination of photographs, maps, artwork, diagrams, charts and
short paragraphs of information. There is a page for each of the major countries and areas featuring a map showing the major cities, rivers and mountain ranges, physical
information such as population and area, and other highlighted points of interest whether they be cultural, economic or natural. Another key element of these wonderful books is
the thematic maps which show the whole of the continent colour coded to reﬂect populations densities, beliefs, climate and vegetation, ecology and environment, economy and
politics and history.

Introducing North America
Capstone Classroom Introduces the continent of North America, including its weather, people, and animals.

Mapping Africa
Detailed photos and full-color maps help take readers on a fascinating visual journey through Africa! This book's appealing format highlights the facts about the human and physical
geography of the continent. Readers will put their analytical skills to use to interpret diﬀerent types of maps as sources of information, from physical maps that show the region's
landmarks to political maps that teach about the region's countries to interesting cultural and thematic maps.

South America
Childrens Press Introduces the physical features, people, and wildlife of South America.

Australia and Oceania
Children's Press Together, Australia and the many small islands of Oceania make up Earths smallest continent. Yet though the continent is small, it is packed with plenty to see.
Readers will hop from island to island as they examine the incredible wildlife and landscapes of Australia and Oceania. Along the way, they will also explore the continents history
with rich text and stunning visuals, and meet the people who call it home. Features include engaging sidebars that highlight unique animals, landmarks and more; maps to show
size, location and topography; glossaries; eye-catching images; charts, diagrams and more.

Mapping Australasia and Antarctica
Close-up Continents Takes a highly illustrated look at the continents of our world through a wonderful collection of eye-catching maps, artwork and photographs.

True Books The Seven Continents
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Prisoners of Geography
Ten Maps That Explain Everything About the World
Simon and Schuster First published in Great Britain in 2015 by Elliott and Thompson Limited.

Australia and the Paciﬁc
Cherrytree Books This series explores individual continents through a combination of photos, maps, artwork, diagrams, charts and short paragraphs of information. Thematic maps
provide interest for cross curricular work in RE, history and citizenship.

A-Maze-ing Adventures in North and South America
'The Rosen Publishing Group, Inc' Give your readers a sense of what it's like to travel to diﬀerent destinations in North and South America. This thrilling travel guide combines
educational information and exciting activities. As they gain appreciation for cultural diversity and how people live in other countries, fun mazes and activities make learning about
this social studies curriculum topic fun. A helpful glossary and informative fact boxes enhance the learning experience. Full-color photographs and illustrations are presented in a
charming design to create a truly interactive trip through the Western Hemisphere.

China's Second Continent
How a Million Migrants are Building a New Empire in Africa
Vintage Documents the burgeoning Chinese presence in Africa to examine China's potentially world-changing role in reshaping Africa's culture and economy.

Eat Your Way Around the World
Geography Matters

Explore South America
Pogo Books "In this book, early ﬂuent readers will learn about the unique and deﬁning characteristics of South America. Young readers will learn about this continent's landscape,
biomes, climate, wildlife, culture, and more. A Take a Look! infographic aids understanding, sidebars present interesting, supplementary information, maps help readers locate the
continent, and an At a Glance summary provides quick facts for easy reference"--

The Complete Book of Maps & Geography, Grades 3 - 6
Carson-Dellosa Publishing GRADES 3–6: With age-appropriate activities, this beginning social studies workbook helps children build knowledge and skills for a solid foundation in map
skills and geography. INCLUDES: This elementary workbook features easy-to-follow instructions and practice on key topics such as US geography, grid maps, US regions, global
geography, North and South American geography, and more! ENGAGING: This geography and map workbook features colorful photographs and illustrations with fun, focused
activities to entertain children while they grasp concepts and skills for success. HOMESCHOOL FRIENDLY: This elementary workbook for kids is a great learning resource for at home
or in the classroom and allows parents to supplement their children's learning in the areas they need it most. WHY CARSON DELLOSA: Founded by two teachers more than 40 years
ago, Carson Dellosa believes that education is everywhere and is passionate about making products that inspire life's learning moments.

Atlas of Continents
Franklin Watts Journey around the globe and get up-close to the diﬀerent cultures, geography and wildlife that make up our world. This unique illustrated book gets close up to the
Earth's amazing continents, and allows readers the opportunity to explore key countries, topographical features and cities in a way that is both engaging and entertaining. In
addition, the book highlights signiﬁcant human, geographical, sporting and economic information, in a way perfect for children aged 9+. With the help of fun artwork, illustrated
maps, photos and facts, this atlas is comprehensive guide to our planet and (almost) everything on it!

Origin
A Genetic History of the Americas
Twelve AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From celebrated anthropologist Jennifer Raﬀ comes the untold story—and fascinating mystery—of how humans migrated to the
Americas. ORIGIN is the story of who the ﬁrst peoples in the Americas were, how and why they made the crossing, how they dispersed south, and how they lived based on a new and
powerful kind of evidence: their complete genomes. ORIGIN provides an overview of these new histories throughout North and South America, and a glimpse into how the tools of
genetics reveal details about human history and evolution. 20,000 years ago, people crossed a great land bridge from Siberia into Western Alaska and then dispersed southward
into what is now called the Americas. Until we venture out to other worlds, this remains the last time our species has populated an entirely new place, and this event has been a
subject of deep fascination and controversy. No written records—and scant archaeological evidence—exist to tell us what happened or how it took place. Many diﬀerent models have
been proposed to explain how the Americas were peopled and what happened in the thousands of years that followed. A study of both past and present, ORIGIN explores how
genetics is currently being used to construct narratives that profoundly impact Indigenous peoples of the Americas. It serves as a primer for anyone interested in how genetics has
become entangled with identity in the way that society addresses the question "Who is indigenous?"

Annals of the Former World
Farrar, Straus and Giroux The Pulitzer Prize-winning view of the continent, across the fortieth parallel and down through 4.6 billion years Twenty years ago, when John McPhee began
his journeys back and forth across the United States, he planned to describe a cross section of North America at about the fortieth parallel and, in the process, come to an
understanding not only of the science but of the style of the geologists he traveled with. The structure of the book never changed, but its breadth caused him to complete it in
stages, under the overall title Annals of the Former World. Like the terrain it covers, Annals of the Former World tells a multilayered tale, and the reader may choose one of many
paths through it. As clearly and succinctly written as it is profoundly informed, this is our ﬁnest popular survey of geology and a masterpiece of modern nonﬁction. Annals of the
Former World is the winner of the 1999 Pulitzer Prize for Nonﬁction.

North America
Cherrytree Books This illustrated atlas looks at the continent of North America through a combination of maps and pictures. It provides an overview of the continent in general, then a
closer look at individual countries and areas. Finally there are a series of thematic maps and charts.

Asia
Cherrytree Books ATLASES. "The Continents in Close-Up" series explores individual continents through a dynamic combination of photographs, maps, artwork, diagrams, charts and
short paragraphs of information. There is a page for each of the major countries and areas featuring a map showing the major cities, rivers and mountain ranges, physical
information such as population and area, and other highlighted points of interest whether they be cultural, economic or natural. Another key element of these wonderful books is
the thematic maps which show the whole of the continent colour coded to reﬂect populations densities, beliefs, climate and vegetation, ecology and environment, economy and
politics and history.
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Adventure in South America
Esri Press Explore the unknown in this thrilling adventure that has readers solving real-world problems! Help the Locators--using maps and clues--as they trek through South America
on an important mission.

The Up-close Atlas
Hachette UK Journey around the globe and get up-close to the diﬀerent cultures, geography and wildlife that make up our world. This unique illustrated book gets close up to the
Earth's amazing continents, and allows readers the opportunity to explore key countries, topographical features and cities in a way that is both engaging and entertaining. In
addition, the book highlights signiﬁcant human, geographical, sporting and economic information, perfect for children aged 9+. With the help of fun artwork, illustrated maps,
photos and facts, this atlas is a comprehensive guide to our planet and (almost) everything on it!

Wild Sea
A History of the Southern Ocean
University of Chicago Press “The Southern Ocean is a wild and elusive place, an ocean like no other. With its waters lying between the Antarctic continent and the southern coastlines
of Australia, New Zealand, South America, and South Africa, it is the most remote and inaccessible part of the planetary ocean, the only part that ﬂows around Earth unimpeded by
any landmass. It is notorious amongst sailors for its tempestuous winds and hazardous fog and ice. Yet it is a diﬃcult ocean to pin down. Its southern boundary, deﬁned by the icy
continent of Antarctica, is constantly moving in a seasonal dance of freeze and thaw. To the north, its waters meet and mingle with those of the Atlantic, Indian, and Paciﬁc Oceans
along a ﬂuid boundary that deﬁes the neat lines of a cartographer.” So begins Joy McCann’s Wild Sea, the remarkable story of the world’s remote Southern, or Antarctic, Ocean.
Unlike the Paciﬁc, Atlantic, Indian, and Arctic Oceans with their long maritime histories, little is known about the Southern Ocean. This book takes readers beyond the familiar heroic
narratives of polar exploration to explore the nature of this stormy circumpolar ocean and its place in Western and Indigenous histories. Drawing from a vast archive of charts and
maps, sea captains’ journals, whalers’ log books, missionaries’ correspondence, voyagers’ letters, scientiﬁc reports, stories, myths, and her own experiences, McCann embarks on a
voyage of discovery across its surfaces and into its depths, revealing its distinctive physical and biological processes as well as the people, species, events, and ideas that have
shaped our perceptions of it. The result is both a global story of changing scientiﬁc knowledge about oceans and their vulnerability to human actions and a local one, showing how
the Southern Ocean has deﬁned and sustained southern environments and people over time. Beautifully and powerfully written, Wild Sea will raise a broader awareness and
appreciation of the natural and cultural history of this little-known ocean and its emerging importance as a barometer of planetary climate change.

The Complete Earth
Quercus Books Reproducing one of the most advanced satellite surveys of Earth in its entirety, The Complete Earth explores our planet, explaining the how and when of its mountain
ranges, deserts, ice-sheets, volcanoes and oceans. From pole to pole. The Complete Earth presents one of the most advanced portraits of our planet ever created Within these
pages, data from NASA's most advanced Earth observing satellites has been combined to produce a cloud-free, digital atlas of the entire planet-a mappamundi for the Information
Age. At a scale of 53 kilometres to every centimetre (93 miles to an inch), we can trace the Amazon from Andean headwaters to Atlantic mouth, explore the trackless sand seas of
the Sahara, and follow the corrugated ridges of hills and mountains that mark the front-line of India's continental collision with Eurasia. We can track the ebb and ﬂow of seasons
across the globe, watching snows fall in the North as they melt in the South and desert lands bloom and fade as rains come and go. Combining NASA's digital portrait of the planet
with high resolution satellite imagery that zooms in on noteworthy features-from volcanoes to asteroid craters, river deltas to glaciers-The Complete Earth creates an
unprecedented view of our planet's face. Social and political boundaries are invisible and irrelevant, what we see instead is the landscape of the whole Earth - the mountains and
deserts, seas and oceans that have shaped human history. Yet this conﬁguration of rock and water represents a ﬂeeting geological moment, having existed for no more than 4
million years-a mere 0.01 percent of the planet's lifetime. But look closer and a deeper past emerges. Earth's 4.5 billion year history can be reconstructed from the layered, twisted
and folded rocks that adorn its surface. To understand how to read the planet's deep history, The Complete Earth descends far beneath the continents and oceans to reveal the
tectonic plates they rest on. It explains how the ceaseless jostling of these plates has sculpted Earth's ever-changing face and tracks their movements over millennia to reconstruct
global views of not only the planet's past, but also its future.

Africa
Cherrytree Books ATLASES. "The Continents in Close-Up" series explores individual continents through a dynamic combination of photographs, maps, artwork, diagrams, charts and
short paragraphs of information. There is a page for each of the major countries and areas featuring a map showing the major cities, rivers and mountain ranges, physical
information such as population and area, and other highlighted points of interest whether they be cultural, economic or natural. Another key element of these wonderful books is
the thematic maps which show the whole of the continent colour coded to reﬂect populations densities, beliefs, climate and vegetation, ecology and environment, economy and
politics and history.

Europe
Cherrytree Books This series explores individual continents through a combination of photos, maps, artwork, diagrams, charts and short paragraphs of information. Thematic maps
provide interest for cross curricular work in RE, history and citizenship.

The Origin of Continents and Oceans
Courier Corporation In 1915 Alfred Wegener's seminal work describing the continental drift was ﬁrst published in German. Wegener explained various phenomena of historical geology,
geomorphy, paleontology, paleoclimatology, and similar areas in terms of continental drift. This edition includes new data to support his theories, helping to refute the opponents of
his controversial views. 64 illustrations.

Sir Vidia's Shadow
A Friendship Across Five Continents
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt The acclaimed writer shares an intimate portrait of his former mentor V.S. Naipaul in this memoir of their thirty-year friendship and sudden falling out. Paul
Theroux was a young aspiring writer when he met the legendary V.S. Naipaul in Uganda in 1966. There began a friendship that would span continents as both men ascended the
ranks of literary stardom. Naipaul’s early encouragement of Theroux’s talent had a profound impact on him—yet the apprenticeship was not always easy. This heartfelt and
revealing account of Theroux's thirty-year friendship with Naipaul explores the unique eﬀect each writer had on the other. Built around exotic landscapes, anecdotes that are
revealing, humorous, and melancholy, and three decades of mutual history, this is a personal account of how one develops as a writer and how a friendship waxes and wanes
between two men who have set themselves on the perilous journey of a writing life. A New York Times Notable Book

Mapping Europe
Close-up Continents Takes a highly illustrated look at the continents of our world through a wonderful collection of eye-catching maps, artwork and photographs.

Continents and Supercontinents
Oxford University Press on Demand Surveys the origin of continents, and the accretion and breakup of supercontinents through earth history. This book also shows how these processes
aﬀected the composition of seawater, climate, and the evolution of life.

Explore Earth's Five Oceans
Oceans cover three-quarters of the planet. This fascinating book shows how the world's ﬁve oceansPaciﬁc, Atlantic, Indian, Southern, and Arcticare interconnected and why they are
vitally important to the rest of Earth. Concise text, easy-to-read maps, and dazzling full-color photographs provide kids with an overview of these unique biomes. Topics include
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WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY. (PRODUCT ID 23958336).
National Geographic Kids Beginner's World Atlas
National Geographic Children's Books Our world is constantly changing and this refreshed atlas from the map experts at National Geographic captures the state of the planet with
colorful maps, easy-to-grasp stats, and lots of fun facts--the perfect reference for young kids and students. Learn all about the people, places, animals, and environments of our
world in the fourth edition of this engaging atlas. It's got a fresh, kid-friendly design; fun, lively photos; and all the latest, greatest geographic and political information that make
this such a valuable resource. It's the perfect reference for kids to learn about lands close to home or oceans away--ideal for classroom use, homework help, and armchair
exploration.
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